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ABSTRACT

This study attempts to analyze th~ effects of an
income maintenance program on state and local t~x

shares and the provision of public services, in
the aggregate and the mix. The theoretical analysis
is based up~n the emerging theory of public goods
and collective choice developed by Buchana, et aZ.~

and traditional demand theory •

The general conclusions of this study are that a
national negative income tax program based upon
the general fea.tures of the federal'income tax
including deductibility of state and local taxes,
will tend to:
(1) increase or decrease local (or state) public

expenditures in poor or wealthy localities
(or states), respectively, and increase st~te

and local expenditures in the aggregate;
(2) increase the rat8 of migration of the wealthy

to suburban tax h~vens;

" (3) inCrease the regressiveness of state and
,.' local tax sharing arrangements;

(4) increase local political tensions to the
extent that phenomena (2) and (3) above
are inhibited by cultural and institutional
inflexibility;

(5) eliminate or significantly reduce cash
transfer programs at the state and local
levd, but not significantly affect more
directed welfare programs such as family
services; .and

(6) increase the public (as opposed to private)
provision of quasi-public services and
reduce the use of user-charge financing of
public services in favor of general tax
financing •

The study then goes on to suggest means by which
the central hypotheses of this paper may be tested •
In general, social experimentation can play but
a minor role here, the bulk of the research
effort having to rely on the more traditional
modes cf economic and social empirical research •



Income I-laintenance and the State and Local

Tax·-Expenditure PackClgc

A much neglected phenomena in public finance is the impact of th'"

federal income tax structure, more particularly the dcduceibility of

stat·-- and local taxcs~ on state and local tax-expenditure decisions.

Of course, it is widely recognized that the deductibility feature rc-

duces the marginal cost of public expenditures at the state and local

level and thus h3S a positive effect on their aggregate amount; but

the nature of this affect has not been rigorously specified nor has

much attention been paid to its empirical measurement. The purpose of

this paper is to approach this problem with special reference to the

possible adoption of a negative income tax or other income maintenance

program.

The predictive model developed below will be based primarily on

the newly emerging theory of public goods and political decision making.

At the forefront, of course, is the work of Buchanan and his colleagues

and disciples. l I wish to make it very clear at the outset that I make

no claim to breaking new theoretical ground in the fundamental theory; nor

will the oodels be as rigorously specified as they are in conventional'

economic theory of ffiarket and private goods. The state of the emerging

theory of public goods and political decision does not permit such

lSec. [2~ 3, 49 and 5]. The work of Arrow [1] and Downs [6] also
bears on these questions as do many others. Sec [3 and 5] fQr excel-
lent bibliographies on the development of the new theory.
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rigor and I do not bridge that gap. Rathor~ I will couch the problem

at hand~ predicting impact of income nmintenance on local tax-exp~nditurc

decisions~ in terms of reasonable or cornmon sense derivations of the

new theory.

The questions to be asked fall into three broad categories: wh~t

impact will an income maintenance program have on (1) aggregate tax

borrowing-expenditure decisions by localities~ (2) tax sharing arrange

Il1Emts ~ and (3) the raix of public services provided?

,The questions are asked within the framework of a federal system

of decision making; that is~ public goods and tax decisions arc made at

three different levels of government, national, state, and local. I

accept national or federal decisions as given, except, of course, the

basic decision to be considered, the adoption of an income maintenance

program. This federal program would impinge on states and localities in

three basic ways. (1) It would provide a public service, welfare in the

form of transfers to the poor, that nay induce reaction in the provision

of substitutable and cor:~lementary local services. (2) It would induce

~ggregate income effects in the various localities, positive in poor

localities p negative in rich. (3) It would induce price effects in all

localities because of the feature of tha federal incone tax that provides

for deductibility of local taxes far federal tax purposes and for non

reporting of municipal bond interest.

~iae and Income Effeats Considered

Lat ~e i~aginc that the federal government adopts a negative incoue

tax of the Fric(lr.1an for~ in ''1hich payments arc made to poor families on
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the basis of some rata times the amount their gross income falls short

of exe~ptions plus deductions for federal tax purposes. I will assune

that in the broac 8ggrcgatc--the country as a whole--the program is fully

funded; that is~ the increase in rates above the break-even point is

just sufficient to pay the transfers to the. far.1i1i(~s and individuals

beio~1 the break'-cvcn point. Thus~ in the whole, income effects arc zero.
,';

Within tha whol~~ of course, poor con~unities will receive mor9 trans-

fers to their poor than the well-off tvill pay in higher taxes. And rich
',\

cbmmunities will experience the reverse aggregate income effect.

For the mooent, however, let oe work with a typical or average com-

munity in which aggregate income effects arc nil. For this community,

the program induces a positive price effect for all in the sense that the

increase. in oarginal tmc rates across the board will reduce the ~larginal
,l
Y/"' -

cost ,bi'public services to all, given present tax shares. For example,

preViously a tax bill of $100 to a poor family cost the. family $100 since

L.'.ey :.::a;i.c: no f8G.eral taxes to be red.ace3 -by the deduction, vlith thio pro-

I~ra.r.j. :'!OHey,:'!r;. the non endueHon ,-jill accorl! ther:!. a $50 tral~sf er, assum-

:l1.:,g a 5Q percent ne~ative tax rC.te. (I will overlool: the e=fect ,of the

standard deduction scheoe which eliminates itemizing of deductions by

many poor families). Similarly~ the well-off will experience a reduc-

tion in marginal cost of local taxes since their tax bill now reduces

thoir federal tax norc by reason of the tax rate increase required to

finance the progran. Presuruably, the ~rginal tax increase for the well-

off will be much less than that for the poor since their nunbcrs are so

many uore.
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Income effects for the poor and well-off groups are opposite, how-

ever. Poor families experience a positive income effect as well as a

positive price effect since they receive the transfers under the program. "
\,\.

"

Families above the break-even point will experience negative income effects "\

because they pay higher taxes. $ince I am assuming a typical community,
".

.', .'

aggregate positive effects on the poor balance off negative effects felt

by the well-off.

Now, assuming that individual demand for public goods is a function

of income and price, demand for public goods by the poor will certainly

increase since their incomes have risen and the marginal price of public

goods has fallen. For the well-off, the impact of the program or demand

is not certain, since the price effect on public goods is positive and

the income effect negative. However, if the income elasticity of demand

for public goods is close to one, and empirical evidence indicates that

this is a fair presumption, the net effect on the demand of the well-off

will probably be slightly negative. These effects are illustrated in

Figure 1 •

Figure 1

'P ., v..,6l, c.
G-oocL $

<1Ft·
"

/'-.." ,"'f:::: '.•
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For the wel1~·off and the poor respectively p "VJH and PP represent the

initial budget lines as between public and private goods. The entire

lines are not shm·Jn (especially for the Ti1ell'~off) because the marginal

federal income tax rate is not constant. I will assume constancy in ,the

marginal rate in the neighborhoods shown in the graph. The slopes of

pp and t~v represent the marginal cost of public goods and reflect tax

sharing arrangements and the deductibility of federal taxes. (Without

going into'the detail of budget line construction for given tax shares,

I will point out that the more progressive [or less regressive) the

local tax sharing~ the steeper will be the slope of PP relative to WW).

Assuming tax sharing remains unchanged p the effect of a negative income

tax would be to shift the budget lines to W'W' and PiP'. Note that slope

(Pip') > slope (PP)p and slope (W'W 1
) > slope (~nv) in terms of absolute

values.

If the income elasticity of demand for public goods is close to

one (as dravrn in Figure 1) the effect of the program is to sharply in

crease demand for public services by the poor. The increase in demand

Tl~TO is proportionately greater than the increase in transfer income

precipitating the increased demand because of the price effect induced

by deductability of local taxes for federal tax purposes; that is p

Tl-TO > TO-TOp Ti1here T1

0-TO is the increase ,in demand we would expect

with no price effect (budget line p;lptl) and income elasticity of one.

For the well-off, the decline in demand for public goods is mild

in the sense that it is proportionately less than the decline in dis

posable income induced by higher taxes because of the positive price .
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That is G ~'G < G ·~G ; "{IThere G -G ' is the
~ 0 1 00· 0 0

proportionately equal decline in demand expected with r2duction in dis-

posable income with no price effects (budget line W"tt') and income elas-

ticity of one. 2 It can be readily proved that if the increased transfers

to the poor equal the higher taxes on the rich, the sum of the increased

demands Tl-TO of the poor will exceed the decreased demands GO-Gl of

the well·-off.

The Impaat on Expenditure Deaisions

Within a framework of majority rule political decisions, one cannot

conclude that the changes described above will necessarily induce an

increase in the quantity of public services prOVided. Unfortunately,

expenditure models within a voting mechanism and many-person world are

not yet sufficiently refined to draw definitive conclusions. But, let

me proceed in a speculative manner to draw some tentative conclusions

based on relatively simple notions of collective decision making.

Suppose the relevant model is one in ~7hich persons have well defined

uni-modal prcforenccs and majority rule prevails with no means of regis-

tering intensity of preferences. 3 In this case the median voter will

2~lliile it is obvious that Gl > Go' given my assumptions, it is
not obvious that GO > Gl , that is, that tho positiv~ price effect will
not more than offset the negative in~ome effect. Proof that my con
struction is accurate is complex and involves better specification of
the budget line reductions required to make the increased federal taxes
on the w2l1-off balance the transfers to the poor. For my purposes p it
is sufficient thnt Gl > GO'.

3For the moment I am assuming fixed tax sh~ring, and votes are only
taken on the expenditure level so that vote tr~ding on various issues is
not pcrmitt-.;d. SC2 [3, pp. l0l-·l25] for .'l discussion of such models.
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prevail ao thG dC1cisionmak(;r. Tho impact of the negative income tax

d(;scribcd ::~bovn Hill tllC:n depend on the nrrays of dcm.:lnd for public

sources bcfor8 and after the ndoption of the progr~m.

Consider Figur8s 2 (0.) n,na 2 (b) in which tv.ro such arrays uith

resultant changes ar:;; Ghm~·n. The figur::::s c.re one dimensional Hith tho

quantity of public services demanded represented on the horizontal axis.

The symbols wand p represent well-off and poor individuals respectively

with various initial deo:mds for public s.;rvices~ \lith HI and pi reprc-

santing their JUill2Uds after the program is adopted. T~x s4~ring is

p'

't~' w' ,.y' "tv" ~>J' I Wi Vi \11' 'H 1

1 ";'Tl!~_--:,w~_---:1;":"iT w::-__W'::':--+_"'::~J:..-_..;.rl:",l__"":i':':"l ~:....tT__

0 p pi P pi P pi P

I

GO Gl

Figur~ 2(a)

Quantity
of

Public Goods

~' w' w' T;l7 ' w' T;l7 ' ~, I "w' 'v' Quar:.tity"tv w w W w ·w v] ·w T;J of·
P P P P Public Goods

0 n' . I r' n 1. p .\

G2Gl
Figure 2(b)

assumed to be given in (~ach c,~~se 9.nrJ L1Draentarily, ullcha.nsc.:lbl(;. 4 R\~flccting

the expected chnnges dorivcd in the previous section, the w' arc to the

4Constant tax sharing means that individuals will finance increases
in expenditures by paying the same proportion of the increase as they
paid for the initi:;'.l expenditure level. Tax sharing is determined on
the basis of gross local tax payments and not net of fedGral taxes
thereby reduced.' I think it is worthvn1ilc noting that if tax shares are
imposed from outside the locality (as differentiated from internally
Jeterl'.1in~d in 1;-rhich caso expenditure and sharing decisions are t;1utual)?
the initial arrays arc nore likely to look like Figure 2(b) than figure
2(a) if tax sharing is progr2ssivc. Progressive sharing means that tho
poor are apt to o.oIaand more services anu the vle11-off less.
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left of tha w~ and the pV are to the right of the p; thet is~ the well-

off 8ho~r a mila decrease in demand and t~e poor a marked i~crease in

Given the arr·:lY in Figure 2 (a) tl1e expenditure level can be expected

to increns\;) from GO to Gl ~ but t~te array in Figure 2 (b) s~ows a reduc

tion from GO to G
1

. vfuat this means~ of course~ is that if the poor are

for the most p~rt already demanding more public s2rvices (given their

tax share) than are proviG8d~ the political forces induced by the pro-

gram are apt to result in decreased provision of local services as shown

in Figure 2(b). Eut~ if the poor are substantially represented below

the median dGm~nd~ the program may induce an increase in public services

as shO\m in 2(a) •

The Impact on Tax ShaPes

Let me nON assume t~e possibility of c~anging the tax sharing

scheme. s Because the poor have now experienced a marked decline in the

net cost of local taxes and higher disposable incomes~ they may be in-

cluce2 to offer an increase in their tax share in trade for a higher ex-

penditurc level. An analysis modified from [3~ pp. 131-36] for e ~]o-

person moc81 illustrates the forces at work.

Ass.uning a two'"person locality in which decisions are to be made

about tax shares and expenditure levels as indicated in Figure 3.

SBecause of state constitutional provisions that limit tax modes
localities can use and frequent requirements ~f uniformity in assess
ment ~ tax shares at the local levc~l Tllay be subst:1Iltially rigid, at
least in the ohart run. Anclysis of chnng8G in tax shar,;:,s may be more
fruitfully directed at state decisions. But~ the models discussed here
cm:l appliceble for describing eJ:p<::cte':.: tax"'<~xpe!K'.:tture changes at the
state level as well as at the locel level.
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P~blic e~penditures are measured on the horizontal axi$and tax shares

on the vertical axis, where T represents 100% of taxes, and the tax

share of well-off person Wis measured upward fro~ 0 and poor person

P downward from T. For example, at point Q, P pays a tax share of

(T-TO)/T and W pays a tax share of TO/T.

Lines TP and TWdescribe the demands for public services by p. and

Wrespectively with varying tax shares. The downward slope of TP signifies

that as his tax share increases, P will demand fewer public services.

Presumably, there will be a point (where TP cuts the vertical axis) at

.'
which his tax share is so high he will not demand any public services.

The slope of TW is upward for the same reason; as W's tax share increases

he too will demand fewer services. In his case, reflecting hi~ riches,

it may be that he will still demand some public services if his tax share were

Figure 3
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100 percent as indicated by the intersection of TI~ and his 100 percent

vector extending from T. If we assume now that Wis allowed to deduct

his taxes for outside (federal and perhaps state) tax purposes, his de-

mand line can be expected to shift upward to TW' where the vertical dis-

tance between the lines reflects the rate of tax savings by reason of

deductibility. Consider that points P and W represent some optimum point

at which each would wish to be if he could make the total decision. The

fact that point W is not on the horizontal axis reflects some notion of

equity that may motivate W, and point Wi represents the same point with

dedictibility. Point P is similarly not on piS zero percent vector ex

tending from T by reason of a feeling he ought to pay at least something.

The lines TW, TW'9 and TP are derived from the tangency of indifference

contours radiating from W, W' and P9 respectively, and tax share vectors.

The lines I and I show two such contours for P and Wpassing through Q;
p w

they must be tangent at that point. Note that the demand lines reflect

public service demands at stated tax shares. I could also derive lines

that show willingness to pay tax shares at various levels of expenditures.

These lines will in general differ from my demand lines TW and TP, but they

are.not shown because I do not need them for my analysis [3, pp. l33-134J.

Suppose P and Wgrope for and find point Q at which both are sat

isfied with expenditure GO given their respective tax shares (T-To)!T

and To!T. Point Q is pareto optimal, but it is only one of many such

optimal points indicated along the dark line W'QP. Thus, I cannot con-

elude that Wand P will necessarily find Q. They may grope their way

to some other point on WIQP, all of which represent a stable equilibrium
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in the sense that a movement cannot be made from any such point which wi11

make both simultaneously better off. However, if I assume that the bar~

. .

gaining process takes the form of finding a point at which. agreement on

public expenditures can be made with specified tax shares, point Q is

the only point at which this occurs and I can assume it will be ultimately

reached. At point Q, public expenditures are Go; W's net tax share is

(T-T'O)/!; and the federal government picks up share (To~TO')/T because

Wcan deduct his gross tax bill TOGO from his federal income tax.

Now consider Figure 4 which shows the impact of the adoption of a

negative income tax that allows both P and Wto deduct local taxes for

purposes of determining federal taxes whether positive or negative •. W's

Figure 4

-
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optimal position will likely shift do~m and to t~e left to point iTI~

(~W' allowing for deductibility) because of the negative 1ncom~ effect

of the progran. pi s optimal position 1iJil1 likely sh5.ft dom'l and to the

rie)lt to NP because of the positive income effect 9 frOfJ ~7hich line NTP

represents Fls new demand line. Line NTP~ is pIS effective demand line

reflecting the deductibility of his local taxes u~der the new program

'\7here the vertical clifference bet1i7een nTP a.nd HTP 9 reflects the marginal

tax rate paid by P. If the marginal tax rate paid by the poor is high

(say sri percent) ~ the difference bet~'1eei.1. N'I'P and J:JTP r 1:vi11 be marked.

:r~:~r.'.es ~-;:T·\:.f and lTTV' represent: the ne'··j demand 1ir.le8 for TiJ~ before a::ld after

deductibility respectively. If the negative incom~ effect for Wmore

than off.sets his positive price effect (as is litely) line }ITB' will

be everywhere to the left of line TWr~ although the vartical difference

between tITW' and }ITW will be greater than the difference between TW I

and TN by reason of the increase in the marginal tax rate paid by W.

rlow if I assume that P and Wstart bargaining from scratch under

the same procedure as bGfore~ they will untimatcly reach 01 at which P

pays net tax share (T·o':::'l;;)/T, 'tIT pays net tax share T' (Tt ancLth11t; ~ed~tal

government picks up share (TI ;;~T1) IT. The gross tax shares (not allowing

for deductibility) of P and T:1 respee t i vely are (1'·-Tl) /T and TI /T •

Given the assumptions, Ql necessarily lies below QO; that is, the

gross tax shares of P and Wwill have increased and decreased respectively.

In the context of this rcrified two-person mod81~ this suggests th~t a

negative income tax will lead to an increase in eross local tax shares

paid by the poor and n decrease in tax sh~rq8 by t\G rich, which can be
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fairly translated into a reduction in progressivity or increase in rcgres~

sivity of tb,<;; tax structure. The net tax share of the \1.1ell.. ·off vJill

clearly decrease since gross shares are lower and the rats of saving from

deductibility (the nmrginal tax rate) has increased. Net tax shpres of

the poor may increasG or decrease depending on how the curves are drav.rn~

or the relative strengtnsof the price a~d income effects of the program

on both the poor and the rich.

~Vhi1e Figure 4 shows an increase in public expenditures from GO to Gl~

this i~ not a necessary result since the n~q curves could have been drawn,

incorporating all assumptions, for which Q1 could have fallen to the left

of QO' TIowever~ given that NTp i has a steep2r slope than TP, and nTW i

h 1 1 Ti' r1 r1 t . t' . t . . ff f thas a steeper s ope t2an ~A rer ec 1ng ne POSk 1ve pr1ce e oct 0 e

program on both P and U~ it vrould. take a particularly strong negative in-

come effect on W to yield this result.

It "rill be cbvious to the reader that this cualysis glosses over

the difficulty of specifying the decision process that allows P and W

to arrive at Gl • If I had taken QC as t:.-te initial point from Hhich bar

gaining takes place nfter adoption of the program, it is unlikely that'

Q1 would be reached, Indeod, given the indifferencG contours shown in

Figure 4 p~ssing through Qn' the endpoint of the bargaining process'wi1l
u

be somewhere in the new locus of optimal points BW 1 Ql Np i between the

two contours. (Ii and IV cannot 09 tangent at 0_ after adoption of thew p '0

program since the shift from P to NPi and Hi to Nn; has shifted the can"

tours so that the nm,r locus of optimal points has shifted to mIl Q1NP V) 11

However, since I~ is likely to be dO~7!lward slopi~g to the right of Q --w 0
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thG move frOt:, W~ to mJ l c;.ElS shifted pI s contour rJ3]? to the L~ft~-the

ultil.11a.tc solution point ,·rill show ,~ :reduc~d gr.oss tax share for VT and

increased grosD tax share for P ~ although thr.: c~:angi; vrill not be as

raarked as th,~ chang.,,' from (:J to Ql' t~o;,Jevor~ 17.l. t1:ds case public ex

penditures ~7il1 m~c(:?ssar:ny in.cr,33,G·£.>.

A Digl'ession on PoUticaZ Tensions

I think it worthvrhilc to consider the impact of an income main

tenance program on such a noneconomic variable !1.S " pclitical tensions."

By this tcrm~ I mean to infer the degree to which individuals partici

patine in the political process are dissatisfied with outcomes. One

economic manifestation of political tension may be mobility in the

classic Tiebout saIlse [7]. If people are suffici"mtly dissatisfied \-71th

the structure of taxes nnd scrvices~ they may move to another community

in which decisions are more to their taste. If we invoke imnobility,

particularly for SOll8 economic or racial clnsscs, rnnnifestation of

political tensions ~~y take the form of protest Dovements~ violence~ and

the lik,~.

Now let me return to the assumption of fixed tRX sharing arran8C

ments in localities as dGtcr8ined by constitutionRl structure and refer

back to the analysis illustrntGd in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). If Figure

2(b) depicts the typical 8ituation--t~e poor tend to have positive excess

dem.ands for public services and the ~.rel1··off negctive excess demands--

the adoption of an incone ~k~intenance prograr1 in the face of fixed tax

sanrcs will tend to increase political tensions. ThG poor will experience

increased d~Jancis for public services 9 but the lavel of services Day not
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change or may even decline. Tna well-off convers81y have reduced demands

IjJ~clihood tho.t it is tho traIl-off ':r1ho nove may le.we the poor even less

setisfied sinC8 tax shares leave with the Dovers.

Of course~ if the poor are substantially below the median demand

to start with~ the effect of the program may be to dininish political

tensions of the typ8 described here. \Vhile I cannot clain to have the

pulse of the peapl<=., intuition tells me th:;,t this latter case is not as

likely to exist in conrmunities across the country as is the fOrL,er case.

Since one of the hoped for outcomes of an incone oaintenence pro-

graLl at the federal level is to reduce politic31 tensions by improving

the economic position of the poor, I find it an interesting hypothesis

that the program B~y actually increase tensions at the local level

because of a changed structure of denands for local services and in-

fleXibility of tax sharing schemes. It would be n social tragedy if

an income maintenance prograu resulted in gre~t2r. social conflict in

localities because the po~r were eVGU more frustrated than before in

their denands for cOl~1unity services.

Of course~ flexibility in tax shares would tend to mitigate the

forces described above. If the results described in the preVious sec-

tion could obtein~ increased local t~x shares borne by the poor after

the progrm:t v1ere adopted ~¥ould tend to reduce thoir positivp. excess

demands for services and also mitigate the negative excess deL~nds of

the wcll··off ~ ell of v-rhicb. 't'7ould t8ud to red.ucG politic,"-l tensions.



These results Bay be bemoa.ned by thoSG 't'!1lC' strongly advocate edoption

of an incone maintenance progrnn dcsiBn~d to reduce the incidence in

poverty~ bec.::l,use increased tax share.s borne by the poor Cl.t tl'.c local

level 1i!ould seen to frustrate tlds obj::ctive~ at least partially; hm1

ever, the realities of human behavior and social conflict ~ust be con~

fronted, and adjustment in local tax shares may be reqUired to balance

the political pressures eencrnted by the pro8ra~.

The Mix of Publia Serviaes

PresUQably~ the adoption of an income u~intcnance program will

affect the mix of public services provided at the state and local level

because of its impact on conpl~entary and substitutable public services.

Without Baing into the detail of a well kno~m economic analysis p this

program should have the effect of reducing local dc~and for substitu

table services and increasing demand for con~la~entary services. The

difficulty in impleQentiug the analysis to make specific predictions

lies in identifying the characteristics of complementarity and substi

tutability eL10ng the variety of public services £cnerally available at

the state and local level.

The sir:~lest case is that of local ane state welfare services; a

national income maintenance progrro~ is clearly a substitute for these

programs and can thus be expected to reduce state and local provision

of such services. However~ looking oeyonc t~e broad asgregate of

welfare services into the details of specific programs~ one fines

varying degrees of substitutability soong the specific services. An

income naintenance program involving c~sh transfers is highly



substitutable for ste.t~ and local programs invclvitlg cash transfers such

as £lie. to dependent children (federally fundcc in pert), "county pensions,"

and the like. However, other welfare programs such as family' service

a8encics~ mental health clinics, and public housing arc far less sub

stitutable for cash transfer' ·programs. Each of these programs provides

a specific service to the poor (not exclusively) at a subsidized rate.

If we increased cash transfers and removed the subsio.ized programs, the

mix of services, private and public, acquired by the poor would be very

different. This just says that if you replace a specific service, say

free medical service, with an equivalent cash transfer, it is unlikely

that recipients will use the ·cash to acquire the same service. They may

acquire some of it~ but most certainly they will channel part of the

cash transfer into other goods and services.

Thus~ I would expect that a general income oaintenance program

will have the effect of substantially reducing cash transfer programs

at the state and local level~ but its i.rcrh~~t on specific ~lelf.are services

will be much less.

Of course, the effect on cash transfers described above will be

different in the various regions of the country. Transfers under a fed

eral program would in all likelihood far exceed cash transfers current~y

prOVided in the poorer regions of the country. In these areas, the effect

would probably be to eliminate state and local contributions under their

o~~ or federally shared programs coraplctely. In the wealthier areas of

the country~ however, the likely transfer under a national program will

fall short of current cash transfers by states and localities (including



federal share). In these areas~ ! would expect state and local contri

butions to be substantially reduced~ but not eliminated altogether.

Ranging beyond welfare services to other pu~lic services such as

police» fire p roads~ education~ and so forth, the problem of identifying

program impact on the mix of services becomes more difficult. For example,

police protection may be conceived by a large segnent of society as a sub

stitute for welfare programs. At least one would think so from listening

to the views promulgated by public office seekers. Do we vote for the man

who wants to curb violence by enlargine our protective forces, or do we

vote for the tlG.n 't'7ho want to get at the "roots of violence pII the condition

of poverty and social deprivation? To this extent p I might predict that

an income maintenance program would result in reductions in police expen

ditures.

However p it is progran results that will eventually yield the answer p

not for\'i'ard vim'1S that helping the poor will reduce sodal conflict. If ~

for example~ my suggestion that changed demands for local services in the

face of fixed tax shares L~y materialize in increased local political

tensions manifested by increased violence, police protection then becomes

complementary to income maintenance, and increased police expenditures

would be expected. Stoilar statenents night be made about fire protectinn

to the extent that violence and social disorder are involved. The out

cones here ere necessarily speculative, and needless to sayp impossible

to quantify short of having a body of national experience.

The impact of income mainten~nce on education expenditures is

even nore difficult to identify. To the extant that one views free
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education as partly a welfare service to the poor~ substitutability

exists. But~ to the extent that the segwent of society directly bene

fitting from income naintenance views education as complementary to

family econoaic standing (over and above the sunple income effect), then

a decree of co~plcmentarity exists. These questions must currently re

main in the realm of speculation. The' same considerations apply to roads,

recreation, and the like, only Dore so.

A Word on Quasi-PuhZia Se!'Viaes and Pricing PoUey

Deductibility of local taxes frou the federal incooe tax influences

the trade-off between prOViding some services in the public sector or

alternatively in the private sector. Such services as roads and police

are so clearly public goods (goods with substantial externalities or

non··exclusiven,~ss) that they must be provided publicly if they are to

be generally pravided at all. And within our cultural and institutional

setting other goods and services are equally private: clothing, food,

luxuries, and the like. But, there are a variety of services about

which localities mi3ht face a reasonable decision to produce either

publicly or privately, and the influence of deductibility h~re is sub

stantial; I call these services quasi-public. At one time education

may have been in this realm~ but recent Supreme Court decisions seem to

have firmed up education as necessarily a public offering. As to the

renaining quasi"public services the. impact of increased l!k1.rginal tax

rates coincident with income maintenance may be to push some currently

in. the private sector into the public sector.

A case in point is garbage and trash collGction. In my home



coomunity of Urbana, Illinois, this service is provided privately and is

very efficient in the sense that the service is excellent. Collections

'are frequent, careful, and ni;C',t. In Hadison, 1rlisconsin, howavcr, this

service is public; and to exercise a complaint, not as frequent, dam

aeing to containers, and messy. There n~y well he a cost differential

that explains the differencc; but in part it nay be due to the greater

8fficiency of service provision under coopetitive TJarket conditions.

Now, if marsinal tax rates increase substantially, especially on

the poor, there r.~y be strong de~and to previde snrba3c collection

publicly in Urbana in order to ca?italize on the cost reduction cue to

deductibility. To thc extent that this results broadly in a shift of

functions efficiently provided in the private sector to the public

sector in which efficie~cy may be less, the artificiality of social

costing because of deductibility nay diminish asgrceate social efficiency

in production of th'.:lse services.

S~jilarly? increased marginal tax rates may induce some co~unities

to shift froD uscr-ch~rgc finnncins of public services (suc~ as pools,

parks, water, ~tc.), which charges are not genarally deductible, to

general tax financing because general tax~s are deductible. There may

be some loss of social efficiency here.

tIow significant the above effects may be would be difficult to

neasure. Adoption of incone maintenance n~y precipitate only minor

shifts in pricing policy or quasi-public service provision, in which

case the problem is of BRall concern. Or) of CGUr6~~ the.offqct may be

uore substantial.
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Income Naintenanoe fvithout Deductibility

The considDrntions of th~ preceding sections have been based on

the assumption t~nt ir.comc maintGuancc w0uld take the form of a negative

income tax under lrrhich the poor could deduct statG nnd local taxes for

purposes of determining their cash transfer. If the proBran wore inte

grated ~7ith the federal incoDe tax, this l>1Oulc1 be a likely format.· How

ever, the progran c~y have a different structure in which transfers are

based on gross income rather thnn taxable incooe. Or transfers may

sinply amount to children or fanily allowances in which incooe is no

test. In such cascs~ the poor ';'70uld not exporience the reduction in

cost of state and local puiJl ic services assUt-:led above. HO't(l'ever, because

I assuoe any progran is fully funded under the income tax, the well-off

will necessarily experience an incrensc in w~rginal tax rates and conse

quent lowerinE of the price of such services regardless of the progrso

adopted.

If I conducted a new analysis for a ~rosram with n non·-d~ductibility

feature for the pcor~ the forces I previously identified would be similar

but less strong. Some pric(; effect would rotlein because of increased

narginal tax rates on the well-off, but the income effects would clearly

dooinate. The impnct of this consi1erntion on specific hypotheses that

might be dcrivc(l fron the ,~nalysis 'toTill be inr.~ic;:l.te(: in the next section.

S~anmary of Hypotheses

The hypothes~s advancec below reflect the foregoi~g analyses and

a liberal input of my intuition about the unc.:erlying b.:Jhavioral pattern

of the p~ople~ poor and well-off alike, who would be affected. by an
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income maintenance pro3ram. A tlanative hypothoses may be advanced with

other bahaviora1 ass~ptions, but I will leave these to the reader.

1. In poor communities, an incoola oainten~nce program (hereafter

referred to as program) ..,i11 tend to increase local government oxpcnrli'-

tures.

2. In cqnuunities dominated by the well-off, local expenditures

will tond to decrease as a result of the program.

3. In average cOl:~unities, or co~~unities liberally rlapresented

by both poor and wall·-off, I would expect little chan::,e in public ex

penditures, but sliGhtly positiv~ if any.

4. The program will tend to tncrcasc the dispersion of positive

and neGative excess ceme..nds for public services and thus increase "po

litical tensions." Here the question of ucc1uctibility of state and

local taxes for purposes of deternining negative t~x transfers is crucial

in dctcrninine the significance of this effect.

5. As a result of 4 above, the progr~m will tend to increase the

rate at ~1hich the rich migrate to wealthy "tax havena •"

6. The program will tend to increase the regressivity (or reduce

prosressivity) of state and local tax shares. But~ inflexibility inposed

by most state constitutions on local tax forus will substnntially restrict

this outcoue to state tax shares. In other words, I woule expect tax

changes at the state level in the fecc of the prcgrao to result in a

less progressive (or again, more regressive) tax structure. A8ain~ the

question of deductibility of taxes by the poor is cruci~l; this effect

will be ouch more significant if deductibility is allowed. To illustrate
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the fom in 'lilhich this effoct miBht be realized, states now exonpting

fcod fron their sales tax, mny reoove this excnvtion. Here the inter

action of nIl of th~ above hypotheses becomes apparent: this outcome--'

reGucticn in procrcssivity--~ylea~ to greater increases or smaller

reductions in expenditures (hypotheses 1, 2, anG 3) and may mitiBnte

the effects of the prograo on political tensions anf mobility (hypo

theses 4 ane 5).

7. Hypotheses about tho inpact of the progran on the mix of

public services are., as indicated earlier, hiGhly speculative. Given

this qualification, I would expect welfare services provided at the

state and local level to dininish (relatively) in the broad a.geregate.

Within the 8S8regatc, the pro8rnL~ can be expected to reduce drastically,

if not eliLlinate conpletely, state and local financed cash transfer

prosrarns. But, I would expect specific service oriented welfare proerams

to be affected much less. In other words, the county pension may be

come a thing of the past, but mcnta1 health clinics and family service

agencies will continue to operate.

Since so many state and local welfare programs arG financed in

part by the fedr:<rnl r;overIlI:1ent, outcomes here are likely to be dominated

by federal posture regardine other welfare programs in the fnce of

adoption of an incQ~e uaint~nance.progr~m. For exatlple, if the program

were adopted, AFDC would likely be altered drastically. Such alteration

would probably influence state and local contributions to this particular

welfare service far more than simple adoption of the program itself. This

factor confounGs the problem of predicting prograu i~pact, and will
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subsequently na~c j~lpossirlc t~e i801~tion of pro~r3n impact after it is

.:::.doptccl.

Prcclictili.:.·~ prosram impact on other state and local public services

is so highly speculative? I will not attempt to frame specific hypothcs8s

resarcins that i~pect.

8. Adoption of the procraD will induce some comnronities to nekc

rublic provision for sane services previously provided in the private

sector. Examples hero .'lr(~ snr'bage collections recreation facilities

and parkinc. Sll1ilarly? sone COlliC1unities cay shift fron uS3r-chargc

financinr of particular rublic sorvices to Bcneral tax financing in

order to capitalize on the tax savincs from deductibility. In roth of

th~sc cases? deductibility of stete and local t~x~s for purposes of

d::;,tcrnininr, trnnsfcro is crucinl. Provis:tons for deductibility ~10ulc1

accentuate these effects; non·ftc.,:::ducti.~ility ':70uld r:mke the effects r.:linimal.

Testing the Hypotheses

Because the hypotheses adwmced abovn concern the am~regctc effects

of an income I:1ai.ntcnance proeram, thGy are not ancnable to direct test

or quantification of llarameters thr...)ugh social cXpcrim'i:rttation. tZcasuring

program impact on public service prOVision in localitios ~70uld require

a lone-tern saturation project in lTh~ny communities and total replication

of the progrnn inclu,:-inS the hnlanciu3 increase in tnx(,,~s or.. the vJcal thy

meomers of the coonunity. m)viously? such cxperi8ents arc iMpossible to

perform at this stage.

However, it nay be possible to detormine sene of the individual be

havioral inputs in the analysis via experimentation, and thus to refine
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predictions about program impact. For example, if we could deteroine

the before and after demands of program recipients for local public

services we might Cet some insight into the questions raised in the

analysis. This information may' be 3leaned from interviews r~8ar(ling tax

expenditure attitudes, or from actual behavior such as voting patterns,

especially on bonJ issue referenda, and attachment to or activity in

behalf of political organizations. However, it would be crucial here

that the experimontal program replicate as closely as possible the national

program under consideration. Most crucially, deductibility of state and

local taxes for purposes of determining transfers would have to be in

cluded in the experiment if grounded conclusions were to be reached about

a national program in which such deductibility were included.

On the whole, however, I believe that the si~nificant questions

raised in this paper will have to.he approached by more traditional methods

of political, sociological, and economic research. At this point, it

would be presuoptuous for me to detail the precise methods by which tests

of my hypotheses and quantification of the forces at work could be

accomplished. Rather, I will illustrate the methods of analysis that

might be employed toward this end.

The impact of the federal income tax with its features of progres

sivity and deductibility of local .and state taxes is difficult to

ascertain directly because of its pervasiveness and its uniformity

throughout the country. One mi8ht unuertake a longitudinal study in

which he soucht to examine tax-expenditure behavior at the state and

local level in response to significant changes in the federal tax. For
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example, in response to chances in progrcssivity, did states and localities

follow up with systematic changes in the progressivity of their tax

structures? When federal tax rates were increased (or decreased) signifi

cantly, did states and localities systematically change pricing policies

on the various public services amenable to user-charge financing? Can

we identify systematic responses in state and local expenditures to

changes in the federal tax?

The difficulty of all this is of course apparent. As in all time

series analyses~ especially those with no cross-section controls, it is

difficult to deterlnine the flow of causality. Is there the famous Z

factor that precipitates both changes, ch~nges in the federal tax and

the supposed state and local response? And, in this case, there are

so few significant changes in the federal tax coverinc a large span of

years, it would be difficult to contral for the underlying institutional

and cultural patterns that play so large a role in the responses to be

analyzed. However, some insight might be gleaned from a historical

analysis despite all the pitfalls.

Since direct cross-section analysis of the impact of the federal

tax is out of the question, one would have to construct a suitable

analogue if cross-section analysis were to be employed. One possibility

here would be to identify the responses of localities in the various

states to differential state tax structures. If we would note that

localities in states with no income tax, or perhaps a proportional

income tax (e.g., Illinois), showed systematically different responses

than localities in states with highly progressive income taxes (e.g.,

Wisconsin), we might infer something about the impact of progressivity
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and deductibility on local tax-expenditure behavior. For example, if

Illinois localities have a greater propensity" to esploy user-char~e fi

nancing than do Wisconsin localities, the inference might be made that

progressivity"and deductibility do significantly affect pricing policies,

and thus that changes in the federal tax structure would induce such

responses across the country. Or, if we discover that localities have

systematically different tax-expenditure packages in the various states

with significantly different tax structures, suitable inferences might

be made about the impact of the federal tax on the local tax-expenditure

package.

As to hypotheses 4 and 5, it may be possible to identify the impact

of differential state tax structures on the geographical dispersion in

the inc0me distribution in metropolitan areas and make the required in

ferences. To illustrate, if we discovered that metropolitan areas in

states with a highly progressive income tax were nore fragmented and di

verse in per capita income than similar areas were in states with no in

come tax, hypotheses 4 and 5 would tend to be confirmed. Professor Charles

Cnudde suggested to me that we might also gain some insight by looking at

differential annexation procedures anj responses in the various states to

gain similar insight. He also suggested that we might identify different

voting patterns for referenda and make inferences about the impact of state

tax structures on excess demands for public services.

The difficulties with cross-section analyses are also apparent and

manifold, but in this case two stand out. Differentials in state tax

structures are small compared to tpe contemplated change in the federal
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income tax accompanying an income maintenanCe program, and thus the

forces detailed in the hypotheses may be at work but unidentifiable

through the noise. And, it would be difficult to control for the under

lying structural qnd cultural differences between the states and might

simultaneously impince on both the causal and the caused factors making

definitive conclusions impossible. ~onetheless, the effort must be made.
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